The body of the paper describes the de-identification algorithm in narrative. Figure B1 shows the pseudocode that describes it more exactly. The algorithm uses a number of characteristics of individual tokens to classify it as a name. The DFSA helps to find additional likely names -based on patterns of tokens where in neighboring tokens can guide the classification of the index token.
Appendix B-Pseudocode for the NLM-NS algorithm and full specification of the DFSA
The body of the paper describes the de-identification algorithm in narrative. Figure B1 shows the pseudocode that describes it more exactly. The algorithm uses a number of characteristics of individual tokens to classify it as a name. The DFSA helps to find additional likely names -based on patterns of tokens where in neighboring tokens can guide the classification of the index token.
Simplified algorithm of NLM-NS Definitions bigram:
two consecutive tokens in text head & tail:
first and second token in a bigram, respectively initCap:
a token whose initial letter is capitalized
LR(t):
ratio of the probability of token t used as name in US to the probability of t in an English corpus (Wikipedia page or Medline abstracts) DFSA:
deterministic finite state automaton to recognize multi-token name patterns HL7flag:
true if personal names in HL7 fields are to be used; false otherwise. HL7name(t): token t is found in name fields of HL7 header segments A1 :for each sentence S in report R A2 : for each bigram in S A3 :
if head is a known prefix A4 :
then flag tail as potential name A5 :
else-if tail is a known suffix A6 :
then flag head as potential name A7 : for each token t in S A8 :
if HL7flag = true and HL7name(t) = true A9 :
then label t as personal name A10:
else-if initCap(t) and LR(t) ≥ 1 A11:
then flag t as potential name A12: extract multi-token name patterns P via DFSA A13: for each pattern p in P A14:
if p contains at least one t flagged as potential name A15:
flag all initials and nobiliary particles as potential names A17:
if mean LR(t) ≥ 1 of all non-prefix, non-suffix initCap t in p A18:
then flag all such t in p as potential names A19: for each t flagged as potential name in S A20:
if t is either initCap or a nobiliary particle A21:
then label t as personal name A22:for each initCap t in R A23: if t was labeled as personal name in another instance of t in R A24: then label t as personal name
Figure B1 Pseudocode for NLM-NS de-identification algorithm
We used a deterministic finite state automaton (DFSA) 1 to find such patterns of name token sequences. A DFSA can be represented in a directed graph, which is composed of a number of nodes that are connected through directed arcs. A DFSA always starts with a starting state (start node). At each state, it can receive one of multiple possible inputs. Depending on the input, it stays on the same state or transitions to another state (i.e., jumps to an adjacent node on the graph).
The DFSA that we designed is composed of six states (see Figure B2 ): Start (S), Prefix Title e.g. Dr. (P), Initial (I), Name (N), Suffix Title e.g. PhD (X), and End (E). Each state can take one of the following six inputs: prefix (p), initial (i), name (n), suffix (s), punctuation (!), and anything else ( * ).
As each token is evaluated as part of a full name pattern, the DFSA's state may change according to the observed characteristic of the token (i.e., p, i, n, s, !, or * ). For example, if the scanned tokens were "Dr . John A . Smith prescribed" (i.e., <p,!,n,i,!,n, * > ) and the DFSA was initially in state S, state transition sequence would had been <S,P,P,N,N,N,N,E>.
A two-dimensional array data structure is an efficient way for implementing the DFSA data model. The transition matrix in Table B1 is a direct transformation of the DFSA structure in Figure B2 . The interpretation (hence the implementation) of the mapping is straightforward. 
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Given a state (e.g., S) and an input (e.g., n), the next state (shown in italicized font) would be directly read in the matrix; e.g., [S,n] → N.
Recognition of the transition inputs p and x (i.e., the prefix and suffix titles) can be achieved by simple lookups performed on the scanned tokens. It was implemented as regular expressions. A pattern is complete when DFSA reaches to state E. For example, a state transition of <S,N,E> can easily happen for any name word that is present in the name dataset. Note however that the completion of a pattern does not necessarily yield a personal name unless state N has been visited.
